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A comprehensive collection of lifestyle information, including tips on eating,
exercising, and fashion.
“Finally—a fitness book for the rest of us! . . . [Big Fit Girl] is sure to usher in a
new generation of tough, curvy athletes.” —Jessamyn Stanley, author of Every
Body Yoga In Big Fit Girl, Louise Green describes how the fitness industry fails to
meet the needs of plus-size women and thus prevents them from improving their
health and fitness. By telling her own story of how she stopped dieting, got off the
couch, and unleashed her inner athlete—as well as showcasing similar stories
from other women—Green inspires other plus-size women to do the same. Green
also provides concrete advice, based on the latest research, about how to get
started, how to establish a support team, how to choose an activity, what kind of
clothing and gear work best for the plus-size athlete, how to set goals, and how
to improve one’s relationship with food. And she stresses the importance of
paying it forward—for it is only by seeing plus-size women in leadership roles that
other plus-size women will be motivated to stop trying to lose weight and get fit
instead. “Big Fit Girl impressed me tremendously. Green combines compelling
storytelling with practical tips—true to what we know about science—in a unique
way that will get you moving.” —Linda Bacon, PhD, scientist, and author of Health
at Every Size “Inspiring and empowering.” —Taryn Brumfitt, producer and
director, founder of the Body Image Movement “I’m thrilled to live in a world
where Big Fit Girl will be part of the health section. Thank you Louise—it’s time for
every person of every size to have access to this information!” —Jes Baker, The
Militant Baker
With her signature straightforward style, Paytas inspires young girls, preteens,
and teenagers to embrace their plus-sized bodies and enter the world with
confidence. In a world where the media, and women themselves, seem to hang
the value of a female's self-worth on the size of her waist, Paytas provides a
refreshing alternative to the incessant body bashing. Focusing on the need to
love yourself first, she offers easy-to-follow tips on how to get to a place of total
self-confidence.
Danette May is a certified personal trainer, nutritionist, author, fitness model and
Mom of 3. Her book teaches secrets to weight loss with no gym, no calorie
counting and no crazy fad dieting. Over 151 delicious, fat-burning recipes with
only FIVE ingredients or less. The tips she'll share with you were also the key to
getting Danette through the most challenging times of her life when she was
severely depressed and completely out of shape. And this exact plan later
became Danette's Blueprint for achieving the body of a magazine fitness model
after having 3 kids! The recipes are Gluten free, Diabetic friendly and Vegans will
love it too! The Right Nutrition Can Heal Your Body, Fight Aging and Disease,
and Dramatically Boost Your Mood! All recipes are specifically designed with the
right proteins, fats, and carbs to build lean muscle and kill stomach fat.
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AND...they are so delicious the kids will love them too!
Told with an unflinchingly honest voice as real as the flawed people that
populated her world, The Making of a Woman is an unexpected memoir exploring
the path less traveled. Childhood abuse and trauma powered an alcoholism that
would nearly defeat Jewels. Yet Jewels' assures us that even when we lose
those things that give shape to our soul-belonging, the need for touch, and safety
in our own home-we can go on to devise a new way of being that surpasses our
childhood haunts. Jewels was seven years old when her father attempted a
family suicide, so her mother whisked her away to the arms and family of another
man. Ruled by her mother's delusional survival aspirations and the ignored
evidence of her suffering at the hands of her new relatives, life became a daily
struggle for survival for Jewels. But when the truth could no longer be hidden, the
family split, leaving Jewels to navigate a new world not of her making. Deciding
to use her earlier trauma to enter recovery, sexually liberate herself, and enter
the competitive world of professional bodybuilding, Jewels created a life that
inspires others to push forward no matter the details. In this uncommon ode to
survival, Jewels creates a quite unexpected career from her truth-underscored by
her complicated relationship with the allure of sexuality. Through a tangle of
forgiveness and understanding emerges an elevated journey of the mechanisms
for survival, of pain and joy, and of discovering that family is what you make of it.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This book is a gift! I’ve been practicing
their strategies, and it’s a total game-changer.”—Brené Brown, PhD, author of
the #1 New York Times bestseller Dare to Lead This groundbreaking book
explains why women experience burnout differently than men—and provides a
simple, science-based plan to help women minimize stress, manage emotions,
and live a more joyful life. Burnout. Many women in America have experienced it.
What’s expected of women and what it’s really like to be a woman in today’s
world are two very different things—and women exhaust themselves trying to
close the gap between them. How can you “love your body” when every
magazine cover has ten diet tips for becoming “your best self”? How do you
“lean in” at work when you’re already operating at 110 percent and aren’t
recognized for it? How can you live happily and healthily in a sexist world that is
constantly telling you you’re too fat, too needy, too noisy, and too selfish? Sisters
Emily Nagoski, PhD, and Amelia Nagoski, DMA, are here to help end the cycle of
feeling overwhelmed and exhausted. Instead of asking us to ignore the very real
obstacles and societal pressures that stand between women and well-being, they
explain with compassion and optimism what we’re up against—and show us how
to fight back. In these pages you’ll learn • what you can do to complete the
biological stress cycle—and return your body to a state of relaxation • how to
manage the “monitor” in your brain that regulates the emotion of frustration •
how the Bikini Industrial Complex makes it difficult for women to love their
bodies—and how to defend yourself against it • why rest, human connection, and
befriending your inner critic are keys to recovering and preventing burnout With
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the help of eye-opening science, prescriptive advice, and helpful worksheets and
exercises, all women will find something transformative in these pages—and will
be empowered to create positive change. Emily and Amelia aren’t here to
preach the broad platitudes of expensive self-care or insist that we strive for the
impossible goal of “having it all.” Instead, they tell us that we are enough, just as
we are—and that wellness, true wellness, is within our reach. NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BOOKRIOT “Burnout is the gold
standard of self-help books, delivering cutting-edge science with energy,
empathy, and wit. The authors know exactly what’s going on inside your frazzled
brain and body, and exactly what you can do to fix it. . . . Truly lifechanging.”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling author of Calm the F*ck
Down
The immunity code presents an immune centric approach to aging and health,
and how to slow it dramatically in easy, practical steps. The Immunity Code is
simply a new paradigm and an entirely new way think about caring for the body.
The new goal is learning to control key aspects of immunity, specifically immune
cells called macrophages, to control health and aging. Using new science based
techniques,, hacks if you will, to steer immunity to slow and reverse aging and
drive peak health, you will gain a power everyone seeks and so few find.
Natural ways to preserve and maintain healthy vision, covering over 40 eye conditions, over
2,000 peer review research citations, self help recommendations such as diet, eye exercise,
home remedies, other modalities including acupuncture, essential oils, craniosacral and more.
Photographs that are neither digitally augmented nor airbrushed show what women really look
like after giving birth and encourage new mothers to embrace their bodies as they are.
The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide200 Recipes and Weekly Menus to
Kick Start Your JourneyMacmillan
Improve your physique, build lean muscle, increase strength—Glute Lab is the all-in-one glute
training system that will teach you how to do all this and more. The gluteus maximus is the
largest and most versatile muscle in the human body. In addition to being aesthetically
appealing and controlling a wide range of functional movements, big, strong glutes set you up
to lift heavier, jump higher, sprint faster, and swing harder and can even play a role in
preventing knee, hip, and lower back pain and injuries. Your glutes influence every aspect of
your physical life: from the way you look and how you feel to your ability to run, jump, cut, lift,
and twist. Yet few understand how to properly build and develop this all-important muscle.
Enter Glute Lab. In this book, Bret "The Glute Guy" Contreras—PhD, personal trainer, and
bestselling author—lays out a glute training system that will help you reach your strength,
performance, and physique goals. Through descriptive narrative, step-by-step images and
illustrations, and easy-to-follow training programs, the Glute Guy distills the science and art of
glute training into one comprehensive manual. Whether you're a bodybuilder, physique
competitor, athlete, powerlifter, CrossFitter, personal trainer, physical therapist, or simply
someone who wants to improve your physique, this book contains everything you need to
know about building bigger, stronger, leaner, higher-performing glutes. In this book, you will
learn: - The fundamentals of optimal glute training - How to perform the most effective glutebuilding exercises - How to select exercises based on your goals and body type - Variations for
the hip thrust, deadlift, and squat exercises - The science behind how muscle develops and
grows - The anatomy and function of the glutes - How to design a customized glute-training
program - Techniques and programs for sculpting rounder, stronger glutes - The importance of
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glute training for aesthetics, health, strength, and performance - How glute training can prevent
knee, hip, and low back injuries and pain - Strategies for targeting different areas of the glutes
and lower body - More than 30 glute burnout circuits and workouts.
Toxic thoughts, depression, anxiety--our mental mess is frequently aggravated by a chaotic
world and sustained by an inability to manage our runaway thoughts. But we shouldn't settle
into this mental mess as if it's just our new normal. There's hope and help available to us--and
the road to healthier thoughts and peak happiness may actually be shorter than you think.
Backed by clinical research and illustrated with compelling case studies, Dr. Caroline Leaf
provides a scientifically proven five-step plan to find and eliminate the root of anxiety,
depression, and intrusive thoughts in your life so you can experience dramatically improved
mental and physical health. In just 21 days, you can start to clean up your mental mess and be
on the road to wholeness, peace, and happiness.
Two cousins--carefree party girl Gia Spumanti and quiet athlete Bella Rizzoli--spend an
adventurous summer in Seaside Heights, New Jersey.
Ballet-inspired fitness for every woman! You don't have to be a professional ballerina to look
like one! With Mary Helen Bowers' Ballet Beautiful, forget beating yourself up in the gym and
suffering through starvation diets for some unattainable goal. You can achieve your ideal body
and develop the strength, grace, and elegance of a dancer by following Mary Helen's proven
program--one that's got everyone from celebrities to busy moms to executives raving! Ballet
Beautiful is a fitness method that blends the artistry and athleticism of ballet with an easy,
accessible eating plan that works for every body - and absolutely no dance experience is
required. Created by professional ballerina Mary Helen Bowers, this transformative approach
to fitness and health will reshape your body and your mind! Ballet Beautiful's three-fold
approach is not an extreme workout nor is it a radical diet for an overnight fix; it's a roadmap to
achieving and maintaining your ideal health, shape and size--all with the elegance and strength
of a ballerina. Part One of the book introduces the program's empowering mindset, the key to
supporting and guiding you through lasting change. Part Two, the Ballet Beautiful Method,
consists of challenging, effective, and fun workouts that sculpt and tone sleek ballet muscles
and build beautiful posture. Whether you have a full hour or only 15 minutes, you can tailor the
program to your own schedule and needs. Part Three shares the Ballet Beautiful Lifestyle, a
healthy, balanced approach to nutrition. With meal plans, shopping tips and quick but delicious
daily recipes that will satisfy and nourish your entire body, it's a stress-free, diet-free plan that
will help keep you feeling as strong and healthy as you look.
Across the country, the revolutionary MindUP program, developed under the auspices of the
Hawn Foundation, established by Goldie Hawn, is teaching children vital social and emotional
skills. By understanding how their brains work, children discover wheretheir emotions come
from and become more self-aware. They learn to appreciate the sensory aspects of their lives
and to value the positive effects of mindfulness, compassion, and kindness. This, in turn,
empowers them to manage and reduce their own stress--and helps them be happy. Those who
have seen the effects of this program have been eager to learn how to implement it in their
own homes and use its practices for themselves, too. Here, for the first time, its secrets are
being shared with all parents and children.--From publisher description.
Eat healthy. Exercise. Be happy. It sounds easy enough, so why is it so difficult? Because as
millions of women know, it’s not easy. There are challenges and obstacles, and health
programs are not one size fits all. Sohee Lee understands, because she’s faced the
challenges and overcome them. As a trainer, presenter, and author, she’s shared her
experiences and helped others establish healthy relationships with food and exercise for longterm results. In the book Eat. Lift. Thrive. she empowers you with tools and strategies to make
your own change. You will learn how to identify issues that are holding you back and what you
can do to get back on track. You’ll find motivation, exercise, and advice. And you’ll learn how
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to • incorporate Lee’s Living Lean Guidelines to make your diet work around your life, rather
than the other way around; • perform her Primary Strength Movements and integrate them into
an effective workout program; and • adjust your routine to maintain the results you’ve
achieved. Eat. Lift. Thrive. also provides you with a structured, easy-to-follow 12-week training
program. The program can be scaled according to your training experience, time commitment,
and goals; it’s completely customizable to ensure that your changes are lasting. This book is
designed to be different. By the time you’re finished, you’ll be an expert at moderation and will
say goodbye to extremes in dieting. You can have your cake and eat it too—and enjoy it! CE
exam available! For certified professionals, a companion continuing education exam is
available which can be completed after reading this book. The Eat. Lift. Thrive. Online CE
Exam may be purchased separately or as part of the Eat. Lift. Thrive. With CE Exam package
that includes both the book and the exam.
The new healthy eating and lifestyle book from the inspirational and widely followed personal
trainer, Kayla Itsines.
A nutrition-based guide designed to help readers understand the variables of their metabolism,
the function each macronutrient serves in a balanced diet, and how to build build a custom
nutrition plan that supports their fat-loss and muscle-gain goals.
If you’re ready to transform your body and perfect your athletic skills, then this is the book for
you. Based on solid exercise science principles and tested with thousands of clients, JC’s
Total Body Transformation gives you over 110 workouts that can be plugged into any training
plan right now to transform your body, improve your athletic performance, build strength and
endurance, and produce the results you want. This text also addresses recovery technique and
nutritional interventions that will support your transformation journey. Author JC Santana has
spent over 30 years working with professional and collegiate athletes, weekend warriors, and
serious strength and fitness clients, and he’s developed hundreds of workouts that are proven
to work. You won’t get a lot of fluff here: You’ll get an introduction on how to use these
workouts, an explanation of why JC’s training philosophy works, instructions on how to coach
the workouts, and his simple philosophy on assessment and progressions—and then the rest is
all workouts. Check out what’s packed inside these pages: • More than 110 ready-to-use
workouts for body transformation, strength, and endurance • Nutrition tips to help torch fat and
build muscle • Suggestions for faster recovery • Bonus workouts from industry giants in
athletic performance, bodybuilding, and physique competition • Tips on using multiple pieces
of equipment—including barbells, dumbbells, and medicine balls—to target different muscles and
add variety • Equipment suggestions and reviews The best part is that you can use these
workouts with any current training plans, so you have plenty of options to customize your
training. These workouts take into account the unique needs of men and women, and there is
even guidance on how to sequence workouts sequentially or successively to create daily,
monthly, and yearly programs. Make every exercise count and avoid boredom with the same
old routine. JC’s Total Body Transformation is your instant guide to transforming your body,
optimizing performance, and maximizing function.
A practical and inspiring guide to the hottest trend in cleansingÑwith 60 nutritious, satiating
recipes and targeted detox plans for a lean body, sparkling mind, and renewed energy Ê
Kathy Spencer can whittle a 267.22 grocery bill down to one penny. How to Shop for Free is
Spencer's smart, sassy, step-by-step savings guide that teaches you how to do just that -- and
more. You'll learn how to find the best savings and combine them with store promotions,
rewards programs, and store credit to get almost anything for free -- from organic produce to
makeup, prescription drugs to clothing. With an eye toward cutting your monthly spending on
the basics, Spencer guides you through many popular stores -- including CVS, Kohl's,
Safeway, Target, and Walgreens -- and explains how to maximize your savings. Follow
Spencer's plan and, by the end of the book, you'll be shopping for free.
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Discover your soul's birthright to peace, purpose, and prosperity Are you seeking to
embrace more abundance and love into your being but finding it hard to do in the noise
and muck of daily life? Through her inspiring collection of ancient wisdom, personal
stories, and sage advice, entrepreneur, VIP coach, and motivational speaker Danette
May offers guidance for finding your path through life's wilderness of self-doubt and
hesitation. Her candid reflection delves into what it takes to have a truly fulfilling life.
Danette's abundance actions need only small, manageable nuggets of time and
attention in order for you to manifest more self-love, stronger spiritual connection,
increased health, and better relationships. Open your mind, listen to your heart, and
follow your soul's guideposts for reaching your dreams and desires.
Qu'est-ce qui destinait Sissy à devenir la fitness influencer aux 700 000 abonnés
youtube, celle qui gagne mille followers par jour sur instagram ? Aux débuts des
youtubeuses, à l'époque où les filles, dans leur chambre, bidouillent des vidéos beauté,
elle tourne des programmes entiers de fitness en temps réel. Si elle a toujours fait du
sport, le véritable déclic se produit au Brésil, pays du bumbum, des bomba latina, du
culte du corps sain et athlétique. La révélation ? Le fitness est un mode de vie. Plus
qu'un sport couplé à une nutrition, c'est la conception d'une vie saine, une méthode de
bien-être globale. Alors qu'en France le fitness est encore assimilé à Véronique et
Davina, et la salle de musculation réservée aux culturistes, Sissy décomplexe les
fitgirls. Avec son corps fit, sain et sexy, elle ouvre la tendance. Autour d'elle se
rassemblent les sportives comme les débutantes, et sa popularité explose. Aujourd'hui
courtisée par les grandes marques, personnage public suivi 24h/24h sur tous les
réseaux sociaux, elle dispense l'image d'une fille au mental d'acier dans un corps
d'athlète, d'une success girl forte et persévérante que rien n'arrête. La méthode d'une
icône autodidacte, qui prône que rien n'est impossible et que chacun peut devenir un
héros.
Use the power of motivation and good habits to become fitter, healthier, and stronger,
for life! Bikini Body Guides (BBG) co-creator Kayla Itsines, named the world's number
one fitness influencer by Forbes, shows you how to harness the power of motivation
and build good habits around health and fitness. Drawing on more than 40,000 survey
responses from her global online community, as well as extensive research and her
experience as a trainer, Kayla addresses what stops us from following through on our
health and fitness goals. In her second book, The Bikini Body Motivation & Habits
Guide, Kayla explores how you can overcome those obstacles, set goals and stick to a
long-term plan for better health. Inside, you'll find helpful checklists and templates, a
28-day meal plan, more than 200 simple and delicious recipes, shopping lists and a pullout 28-day workout poster. Let global fitness phenomenon Kayla show you how YOU
can stick to a plan for long-term health. "In this book, I give you the keys to achieving
your goals and show you how to use motivation to create healthy habits that will stick."
The book is divided into four chapters, and each chapter serves a different purpose.
Deals with a different pain. Heals a different heartache. Milk and Honey takes readers
through a journey of the most bitter moments in life and finds sweetness in them
because there is sweetness everywhere if you are just willing to look.
Burn fat, build lean, sexy muscles, lose inches, and feel healthier, more energetic, and
youthful than you ever have in your life…with a revolutionary new approach to resistance
training. Tired of spending hours on the treadmill? Dealing with the joint paint of high
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impact exercise? And seeing very few results in terms of fat-burning and weight loss? If
so, it’s time to join the revolution. Brought to you by Sal Di Stefano, the founder of the
mega popular Mind Pump podcast, The Resistance Training Revolution reveals how
resistance training is the best form of exercise to burn fat, boost metabolism, and
achieve health benefits you cannot obtain from other forms of exercise. Di Stefano
breaks down fitness misconceptions, shares his decades of industry knowledge, and
brings you a comprehensive, accessible guidebook that will give you the body you’ve
always wanted—in as little as 60 minutes a week. This book features: Over 60 fatburning, metabolism-boosting workouts you can do at home to sculpt your body and
maximize your health and longevity Raw fitness truths that will show you what works
and what doesn’t. You’ll be shocked at how easy it is to build lean muscle and lose fat
once you understand these truths, and once you train your body the right way The
newly discovered health benefits of resistance training in terms of heart health, bone
strength, joint protection, and especially antiaging The exact formula for nutrition that
makes losing fat, while sculpting your body a breeze and for the long term. Dozens of
self-assessments to track your progress, and much more The Resistance Training
Revolution also reveals how to optimize your workout time following Mind Pump’s
Muscular Adaptation Programming System (MAPS)—a system that ensures that you
keep making progress without the frustrating plateaus. Isn’t it time you joined the
revolution?
Yoga is a healthful, stress-busting, powerfully life-changing practice that is truly for
everyone! You don’t need to be young, flexible, or athletic to do yoga, and you don’t
need to spend hours on the mat. You just need to be yourself and commit to practicing
at least five minutes a day. Here, renowned yogi Kino MacGregor presents a basic, selfpaced plan to encourage you to try each of the thirty foundational poses included and
slowly build a regular yoga practice. Through step-by-step instructions, over two
hundred color photographs, and modifications for different body types and abilities,
Kino makes yoga possible at whatever level you may be. By challenging yourself for
just five minutes a day, you will end up learning a strong, basic yoga sequence that you
can grow and adapt for a lifetime of yoga.
Cameron Diaz shares her formula for becoming happier, healthier, and stronger in this
positive, essential guide grounded in science and inspired by personal experience, a #1
New York Times bestseller. Throughout her career, Cameron Diaz has been a role
model for millions of women. By her own candid admission, though, this fit, glamorous,
but down-to-earth star was not always health-conscious. Learning about the
inseparable link between nutrition and the body was just one of the life-changing
lessons that has fed Cameron’s hunger to educate herself about the best ways to feed,
move, and care for her body. In The Body Book, she shares what she has learned and
continues to discover about nutrition, exercise, and the mind/body connection.
Grounded in science and informed by real life, The Body Book offers a comprehensive
overview of the human body and mind, from the cellular level up. From demystifying
and debunking the hype around food groups to explaining the value of vitamins and
minerals, readers will discover why it’s so important to embrace the instinct of hunger
and to satisfy it with whole, nutrient-dense foods. Cameron also explains the essential
role of movement, the importance of muscle and bone strength and why we need to
sweat a little every day. The Body Book does not set goals to reach in seven days or
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thirty days or a year. It offers a holistic, long-term approach to making consistent
choices and reaching the ultimate goal: a long, strong, happy, healthy life.
A study of the more than fifty US and International glossy publications for women. This
analysis focuses on the strategies by which the commercial structure shapes the cultural
content, the magazines' repetitive attempts to secure a consensus about the feminine that is
grounded in consumerism, and the contradictory semiotic structures at work within and
between purchased ads, covert ads, and editorial features.
Karena Dawn and Katrina Scott, the founders of the Tone It Up fitness and health brand, have
taken the world by storm with their fun, energetic, girlfriend-to-girlfriend approach to getting fit.
In their Tone It Up book, the girls' genuine, relatable philosophy is boiled down to a 28-day
program that incorporates fitness routines, nutritional advice, and mental and spiritual practices
to transform readers' bodies, attitudes, and lives. Dawn and Scott take a holistic approach to
fitness, including the same principles in their book that make their brand so popular--a sense of
community, empowerment, and lightheartedness in every healthy, feel-good technique they
recommend. Dawn and Scott will help readers get: • FIT. With daily fitness challenges,
workout plans, healthy-eating tips, and delicious recipes, readers will be on their way to the
strong, sexy body they're after. • FIERCE. Dawn and Scott will empower readers to be their
best self-motivators by aligning their minds and bodies with their intentions through
visualization exercises, daily meditations, confidence-boosting tips, and dares to move outside
their comfort zones. • FABULOUS. This is the fun stuff: beauty, sparkle, friendship, inspiration,
joy, and all the things that give readers that unmistakable glow so they radiate from the inside
out!
THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER Hilarious best friends Cat and Nat created a massive online
community of moms by sharing their ultra-real and just a bit R-rated dispatches from the mom
trenches. From what not to eat a few days after giving birth (chicken wings) to the most
effective ways to dodge post-partum sex, Cat & Nat’s Mom Truths shares everything no one
will tell you about having kids. Mixing memoir, humor, and advice, Cat and Nat tell neverbefore-told stories about the stress, guilt, joy, and laundry (oh the laundry!) of being a mom in
their first book. With seven kids between them and millions of fans on social media, they get
real about the parts of parenting that somehow don’t make the Instagram feed. Sharing their
outrageous humor, fearless myth-busting, and genuine comfort on every page, they walk you
from pregnancy to the toddler years and beyond. And they dole out ridiculously honest advice,
like what you think you need at the hospital when you have your first baby (lip gloss) versus
what you actually need (hemorrhoid pillow), and how worried you should really be about germs
(less than you are). Fearless crusaders against the perfection myth and all the gluten-free,
sugar-free baking it entails, Cat and Nat assure you that you’re already doing a great job,
making this an essential companion for moms everywhere.
An upcoming book to be published by Penguin Random House.
From near bankruptcy to creating her own multimillion-dollar business, an entrepreneur's
inspirational journey of listening to her soul's voice calling for her to rise. Raw and richly
authentic in its ups and downs, fitness entrepreneur Danette May's deeply personal memoir is
a clear calling to unlock the power we each possess deep within our souls. After the tragic loss
of her son and a marriage that ended in divorce and near-bankruptcy, May found herself
questioning all that she had been and all that she thought she could be. But even through the
shambles, she began to hear a voice inside telling her it was time. May never predicted that
her journey would take her to a world bikini competition, to a sacred healer in Costa Rica, or
through a re-examination of who and what home was. And she definitely didn't know it would
lead to establishing her own international business, touching the lives of millions of people
around the world. Yet it was her soul's calling that led her there. By embracing her own radical
truth, May was able to unearth the self-love and forgiveness she needed to connect with her
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greatest self. And with an accepting and forgiving embrace, she calls for you to rise to be the
you that you are meant to be.
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